The problem of selecting a subset containing all populations better than a control under an ordering prior is considered.
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selecting populations close to a control. In all these papers it is L assumed that all populations are independent and that there is no information about the ordering of unknown parameters. However, in many situations, we may know something about the unknown parameters. What we know is always not the prior distributions but some partial or incomplete prior information, such as the simple or partial order relationship among the unknown parameters. This type of information about the ordering prior may come from the past experiences; or it may arise in the experiments where, for example, higher dose level of a drug always has larger effect on the patients.
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In Section 2 definitions and notations used in this paper are introduced. In Section 3 we consider the problem for location parameters. We propose three types of selection procedures for the cases when the control parameter is known or not known (the scale parameter may or may not be assumed known). Some equivalent forms of the procedures are given, and their properties are discussed. In Section 3 simple ordering priors are assumed and some theorems in the theory of random walks are used. A selection procedure for the problem of selecting all populations better than the control under partial ordering prior is given in Section 4. Section 5 deals with the use of Monte Carlo techniques to make comparisons among the selection procedures proposed in Section 3 and those in Section 4, respectively. 
Notations and Definitions
Suppose we have k + 1 populations w0' ii"" k" The population treatment wO is called the control or standard population. Assume that the random variable Xijit associated with F(.;Bi) and Xil,... ,Xini, i = l,...,k, are independent samples from 7l,...,"k. Assume that we have an ordering prior of 0l,...,'k First we assume that the ordering prior is the simple order, so that without loss of generality, we may assume that, 01... < k' In Section 4 we will consider the partial ordering prior case. Note that the values of ei's are unknown.
Suppose our goal is to select a non-trivial (small) subset which contains all populations with parameterslarger (smaller) than the control e0 (known or unknown) with probability not less than a given value P*.
The action space G is the class of all subsets of the set {1 2,... k}.
An action A is the selection of some subset of the k populations. i EA means that wi is included in the selected subset.
Let a (0l,.., k). Then the parameter space is denoted by 0, (os. k k+lw here a= {eERki 0l<62<• . <k; -®< 00 <w} is a subset of k + 1 dimensional Euclidean space kl
The sampleý space is denoted by X where z= R x•nl " 11 *1 • l . . ln , ... kl,' "X* kn k) (Here 00 is assumed to be known). Let b= {61inf P (CSIS) > P*} be the collection of all selection procedures satisfying the P*-condition.
In the sequel we will use th. isotonic estimators (see Barlow, Bartholomew, Bremner and Brunk (1972) ). Hence we give the following definitions and theorems. Definition 2.2. Let the set .7 be a finite set. A binary relation "<" on .7 is called a simple order if it is
(1) reflexive: x < x for xE.7
(2) transitive: x, y, zE.7 and x < y, y < z imply x < z (3) antisymmetric: x, y E.7 and x < y, y x imply x = y (4) every two elements are comparable: x, y E.7 imply either x < y or y <x.
Definition 2.3. A partial order on.7 is a binary relation '1"" on .T, such that it is (1) reflexive, (2) transitive, and (3) antisynmnetric. Thus every simple order is a partial order. We use poset (.7,<) to denote the set .7 that has a partial order binary relation "<" on it.
I'01 /. , . (1) g* is an isotonic function on poset (..,<)
where .3 is the class of all isotonic functions on poset (.7,<).
From Barlow, et. al. (1972) , (see their Fh-,nrems 1.3, 1.6 and the corollary there), we have the following theorems.
Theorem 2.1. There exists one and only one isotonic regression g* of g with weight W on poset (.7,<).
There are some known algorithms, such as the "pool-adjacent-violators" algorithm (see page 13 of Barlow, et. al. (1972) ) or Aver, Brunk, Ewing, Reid and Silverman (1955) or the "up-and-down blocks" algorithm, Kruskal (1964) , which show how to calculate the isotonic regression under simple order.
The following max-min formulas were given by Ayer et. al. (1955) . (g + c)*= g* + c, (ag)* -ag*, if a > 0, c E IR.
where p is a nonnegative function and yp is an arbitrary function.
Proposed Selection Procedures for the Normal Means Problem
We are interested in the (subset) selection problem of the unknown means of k normal populations in comparison with a standard or control normal with its mean known or unknown. Thus observations are taken on Xi, which are independently distributed normal random variables 2 N(iyti2), j l,...,ni; i = l,...,k. The values of 11la• 2 1"..."I•k are unknown, but their ordering, say, Il 1 u 2 <-k is ki:own. Note that in this case we replace 0 in the parameter space & by k, all other quantities remaining the same.
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Let us define the subspace Q = a(PEllI k-i " 00 < k-i+l} for 1 -1,...,k-I , the subspace n k -{V E DI "0 < Pl}, and the subspace k 1 {-EoI Uk < 0; then we have n -oU n. Note that the control 10 could be known or unknown.
If v0 is unknown, we assume that the distribution of population no is N(Po, a 2) and we take independent observations Xol,...)Xonofrom •0 and the sample space X becomes no+..+nk {XE R 0 k (Xol,.,X 0 n* XllI, ,ln, .. Xkl. .Xknk)} Using the partition {QO""..kOk} of parameter space o, we have inf P (CSIS) = inf {inf P (CSJ5)}, for any selection procedure 6 Eb. Hence the P*-condition is equivalent to inf P (CSIS) > P*, for i 1,...,k.
Note that inf P (CSI6) = 1 for any selection procedure 6 since there uE0-exists no good population in this case.
Let Xi = xi be the observed sample mean from population ni, i = 1,...,k. Let . denote the set Ul, U2""... lkl where P 1 P "" -k' and let W(vi) = nia-2 = wi, g(ji) = xi, i 1 1,...,k. Proposed Selection Procedure 61 2 Case I. p0 knnwn, common variance a known, and common sample size n.
[ Definition 3.1. We define the procedure 6, as follows:
Step 1. Select ni, i l,...,k and stop, if Step 2. Select i i 2,...,k and stop, if
otherwise reject n 2 and go to Step 3.
ili
Step k-i. Select i, i =k-l, k and stop, if 
3.2.
On the Evaluation of inf P (CS161.) and the Values of the Constants d~l) d~l l:k'"' k:k LFor any p E~1 1l < i < k, let Z sbe i.i.d. N(0,1) and let Zr:k Z r+Z r+1
Zr+Z r+i +.,+Zk mi{r9 2
AAO
Since Z i+l:k has the same distributions as Z letting Vi Z (3.3)
we have Sinf
It is clear from the above that d t1 l) d~l) for all Proof. For any i, I < i < k,
so 61 satisfies the P*-condition.
Therefore, the problem of finding the dl:k s reduces to finding the distributions 'of VI,...,Vk. This is achieved by using some results in the theory of random walk. (3.7) n=l Then we have the following theorem which was u,,uvered by Andersen (1953) . Feller (1971) gave an elegant short proof.
Theorem 3.2. (Feller (1971) )
By symmetry, the probabilities q P(Sl < 0,...,S < fl) (3.10) have the generating function q given by n log q(s) = Z -P(S < 0). then we have pCs
, the resul a epoe yidc tion on n. Proof. By Lemma 3.1, we have Remark .3. 1. From Section 3.2 we know that dl) 1,..,k)
The values of d~l) for k =1 (1) 6, 10, and P* We define a selectioti procedure 61,by replacing teinequality in the ith step of procedure A by the ine~uality
where d! . ,t.~d;k are the smallest values such that 6satisfies the P*-.condition.
Then it can easily be shown that the selection procedure a1 and6 are identical and P) = d!.k' i -,2,...,k.
Somie Other Proposed Selection Procedures 62' 63' 64

I,
In Case 1?, we propose some other selection procedures: We define a selection procedure 62 by 62: Select Ti if and only if Xi:k > "0
where d is the smallest value such that 62 satisfies the P*-condition.
Note that under assumptions of Case I, and selection procedure 2•2 if we select population lri' then we will select populations n for al! l _* i, since Xi~k _ Xj:k"
Evaluation of the d-Values of S 2
For any i, I <_ i < k, we have from a similar argument as for 61 that
We need the constant d such that P(V > -d) > P* holds for all i,
It also follows that --1:k"
if S and S2 are the selected subsets associated with selection procedures 61 and 62, respectively, then1 S2. Thus e is better than 6 . Definition 3.4. The procedure 63 is defined as follows: Let Xjýmax(X 1 %X
Step 1. Select Ti' i -1 and stop, if
otherwise reject n and go to Step 2.
Step 2. Select ni, i > 2 and stop, if
otherwise reject W and go to Step 3.
Step k-i. Select i > k -1 and stop, if
otherwise reject 7k-and go to Step k
Step k. Select and stop, if
Here di's are the smallest values such that 63 satisfies the P*-condition.
Evaluation of di's
For any i, 1 1<i <k,
Since Zi is N(O,1), it implies dk-i+l -d for all i, and
Hence, we have the following theorem:
Theorem 3.5. Selection procedure 63 satisfies the P*-condition with di d, i = 1,...,k, which do not depend on i. Hence the procedure is not changed if the statistics Xi are replaced by Xi, the sample mean of population wi for i = 1,...,k.
The following procedure 64 was given by Gupta and Sobel (1958) , without assuming any ordering prior:
The selection procedure 64 is defined as follows:
where d is the smallest constant such that 6 satisfies the P*-condition.
It was shown that the value d is determined by the equation
When 110 is Unknown Case II. vO unknown, convion 2 known, common sample size n. Definition 3.6. We define a selection procedure 6(2) by replacing the inequalities
..,k are the smallest :onstants such that the selection procedure 6 (2) satisfies the P*-condition.
Similar to the Case I, we have the following theorem:
18 Theorem 3.6. Proof. The proof is straightforward and hence it is omitted.
The values d(2) i = 1,... ,k are tabulated in Table II where q (y) is the density of S_ va
We can rewrite Formula (3.21) as with common sample size n = 3, 5, 9, and 21.
For k > 6 and n > 21 , i.e. v > 120 we can reasonably well approximate with r = 1 and k, respectively, and their values for selected values of P*, k and v are given in Gupta and Sobel (1957) and Dunnett (1955) .
Properties of the Selection Procedures
Under simple ordering prior, it is natural to require that an ideal selection procedure is. isotonic as defined below: Definition 3.13. A selection procedure 6 is isotonic i-i it selects wi with parameter vi, and if pi < pj, then it also selects Trj.
Procedure 6 is weak isotonic or monotone if P(wi is selected16)< P(nr is selected j) whenever Pi < Pj.
It is easy to see that any isotonic selection procedure is weak isotonic, but the converse is not true. Now, let 6.1) = i i = 1, 2, 3, 4.
Theorem 3.11. The selection procedures 0), 6' ) and 6(i) are isotonic and procedure 6(') is, monotone, for i 1, 2, 3, 4. Suppose the control p0 is known and we have common sample size n 2 and common known variance a ; without loss of generality, we assume that p0 = 0 and a/vn = 1. Let E(S'16) denote the expected number of bad populations in the selected subset in using the selection procedure . eqa l (.kj 7)r=l , From (3.28) we see that the supemum for :2 is' increasing inlj and is greater than or equal to the supremum for 6, given in (3.27), since
Therefore, we have the following theorem (see also the remark just before Def. 3.4). sup E(S'1) sup E(S'6 2 ).
Theorem 3.14. In Section 3.1, Case I, for any J, 0 < j •_k sup E(S'b5 3 ) q(l-qJ)/P* (3.29)
where q 1-P*.
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w h e r e q = ( 1-P * ) . In Case I , Gupta (1965) showed that sup E(S'I 4 ) kP*k. fO 0 Proof: To prove the theorem it is sufficient to show that for all given k > 2, P,( u Ad) < 1 -0l-P*)J for all j and strictly inequality holds for some j, 1 < j < k. This theorem tells us that procedure 61 is better than 63 in the sense that in i0 it tends to select smaller number of bad populations, however, procedure 61 is not uniformly better than 63. In some cases (see Section 5), 63 is slightly better than o When the ordering prior among the unknown parameters is unknown, we can use the selection procedure of Gupta and Sobel (1958) or use the ordering of the sample means as the ordering of unknown parameters and apply the selection procedure which is originally used underordering prior.
In the normal case with the latter approach, the substitution implies that the isotonic regression of the sample means turns to the usual ordered sample means, and that the selection procedures 6i), i = 1, 2, 3, 4, are of the same type as 6(l) (i = 1,2,3,4), respectively, and the selection procedures 6i) = 1,3, i = 1,2,3,4 are of the same form as J , i=1,2,3,4,
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respectively, which are equivalent to the procedures proposed by Naik (1975) and Brostrim (1977) , independently (see also Holm (1979)).
Selection Rules for the Location Parameter Under Partial
Ordering Prior Assumption
Assume that we have only a partial ordering prior of k unknown location parameters, that is the parameter space I.I
1016E
and there is a partial order relation "<" among el's)
Our approach is to partition the set {01,,..,Ok}ifnto several subsets, say BO,...,B so that BI n B -, if I J J, U B {e and for each Bj (j = l,...,U) there is a simple order on It and there is no order relation among the elements of subset B 0 .
Let b= Bil, the number of elements contained in Bi, i = ... ,9, so we have
If we denote the new induced partial order by "<" then we have a parameter space ýi" = ,. We use an example to illustrate how to find an induced partial order.
Example. Suppose k = 8, and we have a partial ordering prior e01 < 5, 01 < 8, 01 < 2 < 3 04, and 02 <6 07. We use a "tree" to rep,'esent this partial ordering as in Figure 1 . 
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For the location parameter case, a selection procedure 6P can be defined as follows:
Definition 4 .1. We define a selection procedure t5p as follows:
Suppose BO,...,Bk are induced subsets and that for each subset B., j = 1,... , there is a simple order on it.
We choose a proper 32 selection procedure 6 for each subset Bi, such that the corresponding probability of a correct selection is not less than P P* . For subset B0 we may use selection procedure 54 or 65 with P* = P*-E-.
Theorem 4.1. The selection procedure 6P satisfies the P*-condition.
Proof.
inf P (CS16P)
where Q' is the parameter space associated with the subset Bi. Bij
Comparisons of the Performance of Basic Rules for the Normal Means Problem
In this section we describe results of a Monte Carlo study to compare the performance of selection procedures 5,, 62 6 39 and 64" Suppose we 2 have k iindependent populations, each population with distribution N(.i, For each k, we generated one random number (variable) for each population, then applied each selection procedure separately and repeated it ten thousand times; we used the relative frequencies
I)
as an approximation of the exact values of the associated performance characteristics for each procedure.
In Table IV we use the following notations: 
SES
Expected size of the selected subset. Table IV .l consists of four parts, namely, the four values of k 2,3,4,5, for each value of k we assume that we have two bad populations.
In this case based on the performance characteristics PI, PC, El or EJ, we found the performance ordering as follows:
where 61 > 62 means that 6, is better than 62.
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In Table IV .2 we assume that we have three bad populations for k = 3, and that both populations are bad for k -2, this table indicates the same trend as Table IMl, i.e. 6 1 ý 2 . 64. If k is increased by adding strictly good (parameter strictly larger than control) populations, then EI(6i), i = 1,2 does not increase. This is because Xi:k > Xi:k+l a.s.
1< i< k.
In Table IV .3 we assume that for each k, k = 2,3,4,5 that every population is bad. Based on the quantities PI, PC, El and EJ, we find that the performance is as follows:
This is the same result as before. Table IV .4 has the same structure as before, but for each value of k, k = 2,3,4,5, we assume that the first population is the one and only one bad population with parameter -1 which is less than the control PO = 0.
A glance at the table indicates that the performance, based on the characteristics PI, PC, El and ES, can roughly be ordered as follows:
i.e. procedure 63 is the best and is slightly better than 62 and 61, 62
and 61 are very close and both are better than 64. As the number of populations k increases from two to five and the three additional poptulations are good populations with parameter 1, 2, and 3, respectively, we find (1)
7. 
